Effects of Variable Viscosity on the Peristaltic Motion in a Third-Order Fluid
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This article deals with the variable viscosity effects on the channel flow of a third-order fluid. The walls of the asymmetric channel are of different temperatures. Continuity, momentum, and energy equations are utilized in the mathematical analysis. Three types of solutions, namely, the perturbation, homotopy analysis, and numerical are derived. These solutions are compared. The perturbation, homotopy analysis, and numerical solutions are identical up to three digits. The expressions for pressure rise and frictional forces have been calculated using numerical integration. The expressions for pressure rise, frictional forces, velocity profile, temperature profile, pressure gradient, and streamlines have been discussed graphically at the end of the article.
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1. Introduction

The peristaltic flow has paramount importance in physiology and engineering science. Occurrence of such flows are quite prevalent in nature. Particularly, these flows are encountered in the urinary tract, chyme movement in the gastrointestinal tract, swallowing of food through esophagus, and many others. The pioneering work on this topic has been initiated by Latham [1] and most investigators over the last few decades have been stimulated to discuss the peristaltic flows of viscous and non-Newtonian fluids in symmetric/asymmetric channels. Few recent studies [1 – 16] and several references therein can shed light in this direction.

The works cited thus far as regards to the peristaltic flows suggests that such problems in the regime of variable viscosity of fluid is scarcely studied. Hence, due to such limitations it is appropriate to look at more realistic situations in peristaltic flows. Therefore, the present paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the mathematical formulation. Section 3 consists of perturbation, homotopy analysis, and numerical solutions of the arising problem. The shapes of different wave forms are also prescribed in the same section. The interpretation relevant to graphs is given in Section 4. Section 5 contains the summery of the conducted work.

2. Mathematical Formulation

Let us investigate the peristaltic flow of a third-order fluid in an asymmetric channel. Asymmetry in the flow is caused by the propagation of peristaltic waves of different amplitudes and phases on the channel walls. The heat transfer in the channel is taken into account by giving temperature to the upper and lower walls as $T_0$ and $T_1$, respectively. The shapes of the channel walls are represented by the following expressions:

\begin{equation}
Y = H_1 = d_1 + a_1 \cos \left( \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} (X - ct) \right),
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
Y = H_2 = -d_2 - b_1 \cos \left( \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} (X - ct) + \phi \right).\end{equation}

In above equations $a_1$ and $b_1$ are the waves amplitudes, \(\lambda\) is the wave length, $d_1 + d_2$ the channel width, $c$ the wave speed, $t$ the time, and $X$ the direction of wave propagation (see Fig. 1). The phase difference $\phi$ varies in the range $0 \leq \phi \leq \pi$. When $\phi = 0$ then a symmetric channel with waves out of phase can be described and for $\phi = \pi$, the waves are in phase. Moreover, $a_1$, $b_1$, $d_1$, $d_2$, and $\phi$ meet the relation

\[a_1^2 + b_1^2 + 2a_1b_1 \cos \phi \leq (d_1 + d_2)^2.\]

For two-dimensional flow, the continuity, momentum
and energy equations yield
\[ \frac{\partial U}{\partial X} + \frac{\partial V}{\partial Y} = 0, \]  
\[ \rho \left( \frac{\partial U}{\partial t} + U \frac{\partial U}{\partial X} + V \frac{\partial U}{\partial Y} \right) = -\frac{\partial p}{\partial X} + \frac{\partial}{\partial X} (S_{XX} X) + \frac{\partial}{\partial Y} (S_{XY}), \]  
\[ \rho \left( \frac{\partial V}{\partial t} + U \frac{\partial V}{\partial X} + V \frac{\partial V}{\partial Y} \right) = -\frac{\partial p}{\partial Y} + \frac{\partial}{\partial X} (S_{XY} Y) + \frac{\partial}{\partial Y} (S_{YY}), \]  
\[ C' \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + U \frac{\partial T}{\partial X} + V \frac{\partial T}{\partial Y} \right) = \frac{K'}{\rho} \nabla^2 T + \nu \Phi, \]

in which \( U, V \) denote the velocities in \( X \) and \( Y \)-directions in the fixed frame, \( \rho \) is the constant density, \( p \) the pressure, \( K' \) the thermal conductivity, \( C' \) the specific heat, \( T \) the temperature, and \( \nu \Phi \) the dissipation factor.

The expression of extra stress tensor \( \tilde{S} \) is
\[ \tilde{S} = \left( \mu + \beta_3 \nu \tilde{\alpha}_1 \tilde{\alpha}_1 \right) + \alpha_1 \tilde{\alpha}_1 + \alpha_2 \tilde{\alpha}_2 + \frac{\beta_1}{\rho} \tilde{\alpha}_3 + \frac{\beta_2}{\rho} (\tilde{\alpha}_1 \tilde{\alpha}_2 + \tilde{\alpha}_1 \tilde{\alpha}_2), \]
where \( \mu, \alpha_i (i = 1, 2) \) and \( \beta_i (i = 1, 2, 3) \) are the material constants. The Rivlin-Ericksen tensors can be computed by invoking the following relations:
\[ \tilde{A} = L + L', \]  
\[ \tilde{A}_{n+1} = \frac{d\tilde{A}_n}{dt} + \tilde{A}_n L + L' \tilde{A}_n, \quad n = 1, 2, \]
where \( \tilde{L} = \text{grad} \tilde{V} \) and \( t \) indicates the matrix transpose.

Note that \( \mu(y) \) is the variable viscosity, \( \lambda_1 \) the ratio of relaxation to retardation times, \( \gamma \) the shear rate, \( \lambda_2 \) the retardation time, and dots denote the differentiation with respect to time.

The transformations between the laboratory and the wave frames are
\[ x = X - ct, \quad y = Y, \quad u = U - c, \quad v = V, \]
\[ p(x) = p(X, t), \]
where \((x, y), (u, v), \) and \( p \) are the notations in the wave frame.

If \( \Psi \) is the stream function defined by
\[ u = \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial y}, \quad v = -\delta \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial x}, \]
and using
\[ \tilde{x} = \frac{2\pi x}{\lambda}, \quad \tilde{y} = \frac{y}{d_1}, \quad \tilde{u} = \frac{u}{c}, \quad \tilde{v} = \frac{v}{c \delta}, \]
\[ \delta = \frac{d_1}{\lambda}, \quad d = \frac{d_1}{d_2}, \quad \tilde{p} = \frac{d_2^2 p}{\mu_0 \lambda}, \quad h_1 = \frac{H_1}{d_1}, \]
\[ \tilde{c} = \frac{c d_1}{v}, \quad \tilde{u} = \frac{\Psi}{\tilde{c} d_1}, \quad \theta = \frac{T - T_0}{T_1 - T_0}, \]
\[ Ec = \frac{c^2}{C'(T_1 - T_0)} \text{,} \quad Pr = \frac{\rho V C'}{K'}, \quad \tilde{S} = \frac{S d_1}{\mu_0 c}, \]
\[ \lambda_1 = \frac{\alpha_1 c}{\mu_0 d_1}, \quad \mu(y) = \frac{\mu(Y)}{\mu_0}, \quad \gamma_1 = \frac{\beta_1 c^2}{\mu_0 d_1^3}, \]
\[ \gamma_2 = \frac{\beta_2 c^2}{\mu_0 d_1^3}, \quad \gamma_1 = \frac{\beta_2 c^2}{\mu_0 d_1^3}, \quad \lambda_2 = \frac{\alpha_2 c}{\mu_0 d_1}, \]
\[ \Gamma = \gamma_2 + \gamma_3, \]
then with (7) we have
\[ \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} \left[ \mu(y) \frac{\partial^2 \Psi}{\partial y^2} + 2 \Gamma \left( \frac{\partial^2 \Psi}{\partial y^2} \right)^3 \right] = 0, \]
\[ \frac{\partial \mu}{\partial x} = \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ \mu(y) \frac{\partial^2 \Psi}{\partial y^2} + 2 \Gamma \left( \frac{\partial^2 \Psi}{\partial y^2} \right)^3 \right], \]
\[ \frac{\partial^2 \theta}{\partial y^2} + Br \left[ \mu(y) + 2 \Gamma \left( \frac{\partial^2 \Psi}{\partial y^2} \right)^2 \left( \frac{\partial^2 \Psi}{\partial y^2} \right)^2 \right] = 0. \]

The subjected boundary conditions are
\[ \Psi = \frac{F}{2}, \text{ at } y = h_1 = 1 + a \cos x, \]
\[ \Psi = \frac{F}{2}, \text{ at } y = h_2 = -d - b \cos (x + \phi), \]
where flux in the wave frame is denoted by \( F \) and \( a, b, \phi, \) and \( d \) satisfy the following expression:

\[
a^2 + b^2 + 2ab \cos \phi \leq (1 + d)^2,
\]

where \( p \neq p(y) \) and the long wavelength assumption is used in writing the above equations. In the fixed frame the flux at any axial station is written as

\[
\tilde{Q} = \int_{h_1}^{h_1} (u + 1) \, dy = \int_{h_2}^{h_2} u \, dy + \int_{h_2}^{h_1} \, dy
\]

\[
= F + h_1 - h_2. \tag{13}
\]

The average volume flow rate over one period \( T = \frac{1}{h_1} \) of the peristaltic wave is given by the following expression:

\[
Q = \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T \tilde{Q} \, dt = \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T (q + h_1 - h_2) \, dt
\]

\[
= F + 1 + d. \tag{14}
\]

\section*{3. Solution of the Problem}

This section aims to derive the solutions by perturbation, homotopy analysis, and shooting methods.

\subsection*{3.1. Perturbation Solution}

The value of variable viscosity is chosen as follows \([3]\):

\[
\mu(y) = e^{-\alpha y} \approx 1 - \alpha y, \tag{15}
\]

where \( \alpha \) is constant.

For small Deborah number, the solutions of stream function, temperature, and axial pressure gradient are

\[
\Psi = L_{100} y^4 + L_{110} y^3 + L_{111} y^2 + L_{33} y + L_4 + \Gamma(L_{123} y^9 + L_{13} y^8 + L_{14} y^7 + L_{15} y^6 + L_{16} y^5), \tag{16}
\]

\[
\theta = L_{29} y^7 + L_{30} y^6 + L_{31} y^5 + L_{32} y^4 + L_{33} y^3 + L_{34} y^2 + L_{37} y + L_{38} + \Gamma(L_{39} y^{17} + L_{40} y^{16}) + L_{41} y^{15} + L_{42} y^{14} + L_{43} y^{13} + L_{44} y^{12} + L_{45} y^{11} + L_{46} y^{10} + L_{47} y^9 + L_{48} y^8), \tag{17}
\]

\[
\frac{dp}{dx} = -36(F + h_1 - h_2)(2 + (h_1 + h_2)\alpha)((h_1 - h_2)^3
- \cdot (6 + 6(h_1 + h_2)\alpha + (h_1^2 + 4h_1 h_2 + h_2^2)\alpha^2))^{-1} + \Gamma(L_{54}^4), \tag{18}
\]

where the involved \( L_i \) \((i = 1 - 111)\) are presented in the Appendix.

The dimensionless pressure rise \( \Delta p \) satisfies the following equation:

\[
\Delta p = \int_0^1 \left( \frac{dp}{dx} \right) \, dx. \tag{19}
\]

\subsection*{3.2. Solution by Homotopy Analysis Method (HAM)}

For HAM solution, the initial guess \( \Psi_0 \) and auxiliary linear operators \( L_{\Psi} \) are chosen in the form

\[
\Psi_0 = \frac{F + h_1 - h_2}{(h_2 - h_1)^3} (2y^3 - 3h_1 y^2 - 3h_2 y^2 + 6h_1 h_2 y)
- \cdot y + \frac{1}{(h_2 - h_1)^3} \left[ \left( \frac{F}{2} + h_1 \right)(h_2^3 - 3h_1 h_2^2)
- \left( - h_2 - \frac{F}{2} \right)(h_1^3 - 3h_1^2 h_2) \right], \tag{20}
\]

\[
L_{\Psi}(\Psi) = \Psi'''', \tag{21}
\]

\[
L_{\Psi}(\Psi_0) = 0. \tag{22}
\]

The zeroth-order deformation problems are

\[
(1 - q)L_{\Psi} \left[ \tilde{\Psi}(y, q) - \Psi_0(y) \right] = q \Psi_\theta \Psi_{\theta'} \Psi_t \left[ \tilde{\Psi}(y, q) \right], \tag{23}
\]

\[
\tilde{\Psi}(y, q) = \frac{F}{2} \, \text{at} \, y = h_1 = 1 + a \sin x, \tag{24}
\]

\[
\tilde{\Psi}(y, q) = - \frac{F}{2} \, \text{at} \, y = h_2 = - d - b \sin(x + \phi), \tag{24}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \tilde{\Psi}(y, q)}{\partial y} = -1 \, \text{at} \, y = h_1 \, \text{and} \, y = h_2, \tag{25}
\]

where \( \Psi_\theta \) denotes the non-zero auxiliary parameter, \( q \in [0, 1] \) is an embedding parameter, and the nonlinear operator \( N_{\Psi} \), is

\[
N_{\Psi}(\Psi(y, q)) = (1 - \alpha y) \frac{\partial^4 \Psi}{\partial y^4} + 6\Gamma \left( \frac{\partial^2 \Psi}{\partial y^2} \right)^2 \frac{\partial^4 \Psi}{\partial y^4} - \cdot 2\alpha \frac{\partial^3 \Psi}{\partial y^3} + 12\Gamma \frac{\partial^2 \Psi}{\partial y^2} \left( \frac{\partial^3 \Psi}{\partial y^3} \right)^2. \tag{25}
\]

Obviously, when \( q \) varies from 0 to 1, then \( \tilde{\Psi}(y, q) \) varies from the initial guess \( \Psi_0 \) to the solution \( \Psi(y) \).
Expanding $\Psi(y,q)$ in Taylor’s series with respect to an embedding parameter $q$, we have

$$\Psi(y,q) = \Psi_0(y) + \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \Psi_m(y)q^m,$$

$$\Psi_m = \frac{1}{m!} \left. \frac{\partial^m \Psi(y,q)}{\partial q^m} \right|_{q=0}. \tag{27}$$

The problems at $m$th-order are

$$\mathcal{L}\Psi[\Psi_m(y) - \chi_m \Psi_{m-1}(y)] = \h R \Psi_y(y), \tag{28}$$

$$R \Psi_y = (1 - \alpha y) \Psi_{m-1}''' + 6\Gamma \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} \Psi_{m-1}'' + \Psi_{m-1}' - 2\alpha \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} \Psi_{m-1}''$$

$$+ 12 \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} \Psi_{m-1}'' + \Psi_{m-1}' - \Psi_{m-1}, \tag{29}$$

$$\chi_m = \begin{cases} 0, & m \leq 1, \\
1, & m > 1. \end{cases} \tag{30}$$

By Mathematica the solution can be computed as

$$\Psi_m(y) = \lim_{M \to \infty} \left[ \sum_{n=1}^{2M+1} \left( \sum_{m=n-1}^{2M} \sum_{k=0}^{2m+n-3} a_{m,n}^k \right) \right]$$

$$+ \lim_{M \to \infty} \left[ \sum_{m=0}^{2M+1} a_{m,0}^0 \right], \tag{31}$$

where $a_{m,0}^0$ and $a_{m,n}^k$ are the constants.

3.3. Numerical Solution

Here the shooting method is used to solve (9) and (12) numerically. Moreover, the numerical solution is compared with the perturbation and the homotopy solutions. The values of the different solutions are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−1.0</td>
<td>−1.00000</td>
<td>−1.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>−1.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−0.8</td>
<td>−1.11088</td>
<td>−1.10906</td>
<td>0.00160</td>
<td>−1.11080</td>
<td>0.00156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−0.6</td>
<td>−1.19564</td>
<td>−1.19244</td>
<td>0.00267</td>
<td>−1.19566</td>
<td>0.00269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−0.4</td>
<td>−1.25540</td>
<td>−1.25123</td>
<td>0.00332</td>
<td>−1.25542</td>
<td>0.00333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−0.2</td>
<td>−1.28902</td>
<td>−1.28619</td>
<td>0.00366</td>
<td>−1.29090</td>
<td>0.00364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>−1.30268</td>
<td>−1.29778</td>
<td>0.00363</td>
<td>−1.30265</td>
<td>0.00286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>−1.29802</td>
<td>−1.28614</td>
<td>0.00362</td>
<td>−1.29800</td>
<td>0.00361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>−1.25519</td>
<td>−1.25114</td>
<td>0.00322</td>
<td>−1.25517</td>
<td>0.00321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>−1.19535</td>
<td>−1.19234</td>
<td>0.00251</td>
<td>−1.19534</td>
<td>0.00250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>−1.11061</td>
<td>−1.10904</td>
<td>0.00141</td>
<td>−1.11060</td>
<td>0.00140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>−1.00000</td>
<td>−1.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>−1.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Expressions for Wave Shapes

The non-dimensional expressions for the three considered wave forms are given by

i) Sinusoidal wave

$$h(x) = 1 + \phi \cos 2\pi x.$$

ii) Triangular wave

$$h(x) = 1 + \phi \left[ \frac{8}{\pi} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{(-1)^{m+1}}{(2m-1)^2} \cos(2(2m-1)\pi x) \right].$$

iii) Trapezoidal wave

$$h(x) = 1 + \phi \left[ \frac{32}{\pi^2} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{\sin\left(\frac{\pi}{2}(2m-1)\right)}{(2m-1)^2} \cos(2(2m-1)\pi x) \right].$$

4. Graphical Results and Discussion

This section describes the graphical representation of the derived solutions. Figure 2 shows the convergence of the velocity profile. A comparative study has
Fig. 3. Comparison of the velocity field for $h = -1$, $a = 0.5$, $b = 0.4$, $d = 1$, $\alpha = 0.6$, $\phi = \frac{\pi}{2}$, $x = -\pi$, $\Gamma = 0.1$.

Fig. 6. Velocity field for $a = 0.5$, $b = 0.4$, $d = 1$, $\alpha = 0.01$, $\phi = \frac{\pi}{2}$, $x = -\pi$, $Q = 1$.

Fig. 4. Pressure rise versus flow rate for $a = 0.2$, $b = 0.5$, $d = 0.9$, $\alpha = 0.2$, $\phi = \frac{\pi}{2}$.

Fig. 7. Velocity field for $a = 0.4$, $b = 0.4$, $d = 1$, $\Gamma = 0.01$, $\phi = \frac{\pi}{2}$, $x = -\pi$, $Q = 1$.

Fig. 5. Pressure rise versus flow rate for $a = 0.2$, $b = 0.4$, $d = 0.8$, $\Gamma = 0.01$, $\phi = 0.8$.

Fig. 8. Velocity field for $a = 0.4$, $b = 0.4$, $d = 1$, $\Gamma = 0.01$, $\phi = \frac{\pi}{2}$, $x = -\pi$, $\alpha = 0.1$. 
Fig. 9. Temperature profile for $a = 0.5, b = 0.5, d = 1, \Gamma = 0.02, \phi = \frac{\pi}{2}, x = -\pi, \alpha = 0.01, Q = 1, Pr = 0.5$. 

Fig. 10. Temperature profile for $a = 0.5, b = 0.5, d = 1, \Gamma = 0.02, \phi = \frac{\pi}{2}, x = -\pi, \alpha = 0.01, Q = 1, Ec = 0.5$. 

Fig. 11. Temperature profile for $a = 0.5, b = 0.5, d = 1, Pr = 2, \phi = \frac{\pi}{2}, x = -\pi, \alpha = 0.01, Q = 1, Ec = 0.5$. 

Fig. 12. Temperature profile for $\Gamma = 0.5, b = 0.5, d = 1, Pr = 2, \phi = \frac{\pi}{2}, x = -\pi, \alpha = 0.01, Q = 1, Ec = 0.5$.

Fig. 13. Pressure gradient versus $x$ for $\alpha = 0.2, b = 0.5, d = 1, \phi = \frac{\pi}{2}, \alpha = 0.01, Q = 1$.

Fig. 14. Pressure gradient versus $x$ for $\Gamma = 0.2, b = 0.5, d = 1, \phi = \frac{\pi}{2}, \alpha = 0.01, Q = 1$. 

Fig. 12. Temperature profile for $\Gamma = 0.5, b = 0.5, d = 1, Pr = 2, \phi = \frac{\pi}{2}, x = -\pi, \alpha = 0.01, Q = 1, Ec = 0.5$. 

Fig. 13. Pressure gradient versus $x$ for $\alpha = 0.2, b = 0.5, d = 1, \phi = \frac{\pi}{2}, \alpha = 0.01, Q = 1$.
Fig. 15. Pressure gradient versus $x$ for $\alpha = 0.2, \Gamma = 0.5, d = 1, \phi = \frac{\pi}{2}, \alpha = 0.01, Q = 1$.

Fig. 16. Pressure gradient versus $x$ for $\alpha = 0.2, \Gamma = 0.5, d = 1, b = 0.5, \alpha = 0.01, Q = 1$.

Fig. 17. Pressure gradient versus $x$ for $\phi = \frac{\pi}{2}, \Gamma = 0.5, d = 1, b = 0.5, \alpha = 0.01, Q = 1$.

Fig. 18. Stream lines for (a) sinusoidal wave, (b) triangular wave, (c) trapezoidal wave; parameters: $a = 0.5, b = 0.5, d = 1.0, \Gamma = 0.02, \alpha = 0.2, Q = 1.8, \phi = 0.02$.
been made for three solutions and is shown through Table 1 and Figure 3. It can be seen from the table that the three solutions are in reasonable agreement. The expression of pressure rise is computed by employing Mathematica. The graphical results for pressure rise, velocity, temperature, pressure gradient, and stream function are shown in Figures 4 to 18. The graphs of pressure rise \( \Delta p \) against volume flow rate \( Q \) for different values of Deborah number \( \Gamma \) and viscosity parameter \( \alpha \) are prescribed in Figures 4 and 5. These figures indicate that pressure rise and volume flow rate are inversely proportional to each other. It means that the pressure rise gives larger values for small flow rate and it gives smaller values for large \( Q \). The pressure rise increases with an increase in \( \Gamma \) while it decreases with an increase in \( \alpha \). The peristaltic pumping occurs in the region \(-1.5 \leq Q < 0\) for \( \Gamma \), \(-1.5 \leq Q < 1.0\) for \( \alpha \), otherwise augmented pumping occurs. The velocity field \( u \) for different values of \( \Gamma \), \( \alpha \), and \( Q \) are depicted in Figures 6 to 8. It is noticed that the velocity field increases by increasing \( \Gamma \) and \( Q \). However, near the channel walls, the velocity decreases but in the middle of the channel the velocity increases when \( \alpha \) is increased. The temperature field for different values of \( Ec, Pr, \Gamma \), and \( \alpha \), against space variable \( y \) are displayed in Figures 9 to 12. Obviously, by increasing \( Ec, Pr, \Gamma \), and \( \alpha \), the temperature increases. The variation of pressure gradient are plotted in Figures 13 to 17. These figures show that the pressure gradient is large when \( z \in [0, 0.5] \) and \( z \in [1, 1.5] \) and small when \( z \in [0.51, 0.99] \). Moreover, pressure gradient increases by increasing \( \Gamma \), \( \alpha \), \( a \), and \( b \) and decreases with an increase in \( \phi \).

The trapping phenomena for different wave shapes such as sinusoidal, triangular, and trapezoidal waves are shown in Figure 18. It is observed that the size of the trapping bolus in the triangular wave is smaller compared to the other waves and also the number of trapping bolus is less in the triangular wave case as compared to the sinusoidal and trapezoidal waves.

5. Conclusion

This study examines the peristaltic flow and heat transfer in a third-order fluid of variable viscosity. Long wavelength assumption is used. The main points of the performed analysis are as follows:

1. The perturbation, homotopy analysis, and numerical solutions are identical up to three digits.
2. The effects of \( \Gamma \) and \( \alpha \) on the pressure rise are opposite.
3. The influence of \( \Gamma \), \( \alpha \), and \( Q \) on the velocity is qualitatively similar.
4. Temperature profile increases with an increase in \( \Gamma \), \( \alpha \), \( Ec \), and \( Pr \).
5. The size of the trapped bolus in the triangular wave is smaller when compared with the trapezoidal and sinusoidal waves.
6. The pressure gradient increases when \( \Gamma \), \( \alpha \), \( b \), \( a \) are increased. It decreases with an increase in \( \phi \).
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6. Appendix

This section includes the values of \( L_i \) \((i = 1\text{--}111)\) appearing in (16) and (17).

\[
\begin{align*}
a_{11} &= -(6h_1^3 + 36Fh_1h_2 + 18h_1^2h_2 - 18h_1h_2^2 - 6h_2^3 + 6h_1^2a + 24Fh_1h_2^2 + 12h_1h_2^2a + 24Fh_1h_2^2 - 12h_1h_2^2a - 6h_1^2a + h_1^2a^2 + h_1^2h_2^2a^2 + 12Fh_1^2h_2^2a^2 + 4h_1h_2^2a^2 - h_1h_2^2a^2 - h_2^3a^2), \\
a_{12} &= (h_1 - h_2)^3(6 + 6h_1a + 6h_2a + h_1^2a^2 + 4h_1h_2a^2 + 4h_2^2a^2), \\
a_{13} &= -(6Fh_1^2 - 18Fh_1^2h_2 - 12h_1h_2^2 - 18Fh_1h_2^2 + 6Fh_2^3 + 12h_1h_2^3a + 6Fh_1^2a - 12Fh_1h_2^2a - 12h_1h_2^3a - 24Fh_1h_2^3a - 12h_1h_2^3a + 6Fh_2^3a + 12h_1^2h_2^3a + Fh_1^3a + Fh_1h_2^3a^2 - 2h_1h_2^3a^2 - 8Fh_1^2h_2^3a^2 - 2h_1^2h_2^3a^2 - 8Fh_1^2h_2^3a^2 + Fh_1h_2^3a^2 + 2h_1^2h_2^3a^2 + Fh_2^3a^2 + 2h_1^2h_2^3a^2, \\
a_{14} &= 2(h_1 - h_2)^3(6 + 6h_1a + 6h_2a + h_1^2a^2 + 4h_1h_2a^2 + h_2^2a^2), \\
L_1 &= \frac{36(F + h_1 - h_2)(2 + (h_1 + h_2)a)}{(h_1 - h_2)^3(6 + 6h_1a + h_2a + (h_1^2 + 4h_1h_2 + h_2^2)2)}, \\
L_2 &= \frac{12(3Fh_1 + 3h_1^2 + 3Fh_2 - 3h_2^2 + 2Fh_1^2a) + 2h_1^2a + 2Fh_1h_2a + 2Fh_2^2a - 2h_1^2a^2 + (2 + (h_1 + h_2)a)(h_1 - h_2)^3(6 + 6h_1a + 6h_2a + h_1^2a^2 + 4h_1h_2a^2 + h_2^2a^2)}{(h_1 - h_2)^3(6 + 6h_1a + 6h_2a + h_1^2a^2 + 4h_1h_2a^2 + h_2^2a^2)}
\end{align*}
\]

\( L_1 \), \( L_2 \), \( L_3 \), \( L_4 \), and \( L_5 \) are \( \alpha^3L_1 \), \( \frac{a_{11}}{a_{12}} \), \( \frac{a_{13}}{a_{14}} \), \( L_5 = \alpha^3L_1 \).
\[L_6 = 3L_1^2L_2\alpha^3 + 3\alpha^2L_1^2,\]
\[L_7 = 3L_1^3\alpha^3 + 3\alpha L_1^2 + 9L_1^2L_2\alpha^2,\]
\[L_8 = L_1^2 + L_3\alpha^3 + 9L_1^2L_2\alpha + 9L_1^2L_2\alpha^2,\]
\[L_9 = 3L_1^2L_2 + 9\alpha L_1L_3 + 3\alpha^2L_2^2,\]
\[L_{10} = 3L_1^2L_3 + 3\alpha L_3^3, \quad L_{11} = L_3^2, \quad L_{12} = -\frac{2\alpha L_5}{72},\]
\[L_{13} = -\frac{L_5}{28} - \frac{\alpha L_6}{28}, \quad L_{14} = \frac{L_6}{21} + \frac{\alpha L_7}{21},\]
\[L_{15} = -\frac{L_7}{15} + \frac{\alpha L_8}{15}, \quad L_{16} = -\frac{L_8}{10} + \frac{\alpha L_9}{10},\]
\[L_{17} = \frac{L_9}{6}, \quad L_{18} = \alpha^2L_1^2;\]
\[L_{19} = 2\alpha^2L_1L_2 + 2\alpha L_3^2,\]
\[L_{20} = L_1^2 + \alpha L_2^2 + 4\alpha L_1L_2,\]
\[L_{21} = 2L_1L_2 + 2\alpha^2L_2, \quad L_{22} = L_3^2,\]
\[L_{23} = -\alpha E_pe_{L_1}L_8, \quad L_{24} = E_pe_{L_1}(L_8 - \alpha L_9),\]
\[L_{25} = E_pe_{L_1}(L_{19} - \alpha L_{20}), \quad L_{26} = E_pe_{L_1}(L_{20} - \alpha L_{21}),\]
\[L_{27} = E_pe_{L_1}(L_{21} - \alpha L_{22}), \quad L_{28} = -E_pe_{L_1}L_{22},\]
\[L_{29} = \frac{L_{23}}{42}, \quad L_{30} = \frac{L_{24}}{30}, \quad L_{31} = \frac{L_{25}}{20},\]
\[L_{32} = \frac{L_{26}}{12}, \quad L_{33} = \frac{L_{27}}{6}, \quad L_{34} = \frac{L_{28}}{2},\]
\[L_{35} = L_{29}h^1_1 + L_{30}h^5_1 + L_{31}h^4_1 + L_{32}h^4_1 + L_{33}h^3_1 + L_{34}h^2_1,\]
\[L_{36} = L_{29}h^2_2 + L_{30}h^6_2 + L_{31}h^5_2 + L_{32}h^4_2 + L_{33}h^3_2 + L_{34}h^2_2,\]
\[L_{37} = \frac{1}{1} - L_{35} + L_{36}, \quad L_{38} = 1 - L_{35} - L_{37}h_1,\]
\[L_{39} = (L_{18})^2, \quad L_{40} = 2L_{18}L_{19},\]
\[L_{41} = 2L_{18}L_{20} + (L_{19})^2, \quad L_{42} = 2L_{18}L_{21} + 2L_{19}L_{20},\]
\[L_{43} = 2L_{18}L_{22} + 2L_{19}L_{21} + (L_{20})^2,\]
\[L_{44} = 2L_{19}L_{22} + 2L_{20}L_{21},\]
\[L_{45} = 2L_{20}L_{22} + (L_{21})^2, \quad L_{46} = 2L_{21}L_{22},\]
\[L_{47} = (L_{22})^2, \quad L_{48} = -2\alpha L_5,\]
\[L_{49} = -2L_5 - 2\alpha L_6, \quad L_{50} = -2L_6 - 2\alpha L_7,\]
\[L_{51} = -2L_7 - 2\alpha L_8, \quad L_{52} = -2L_8 - 2\alpha L_9,\]
\[L_{53} = -2L_9,\]
\[L_{54} = h^1_1h^2_2(6h^1_1L_{12} + 6h^2_1L_{12} + 5h^3_1L_{13} + 5h^4_1L_{12} + 2L_{12} + 1L_{13}),\]
\[L_{55} = -6(7h^4_2L_{12} + 6h^5_2L_{12} + 5h^6_2L_{12} + 2L_{12} + 1L_{13}),\]
\[L_{56} = 2(6h^1_1L_{12} + h^2_1(24h^2_1L_{12} + 5L_{13} + 4h^3_1(9h^2_1L_{12} + 5h^3_1L_{12} + 4h^4_1(2h^2_1L_{12} + 2h^3_1L_{12} + 1L_{13})),\]
\[L_{57} = -h_1h_2(12h^1_1L_{12} + h^2_1(27h^2_1L_{12} + 10L_{13})),\]
\[L_{58} = (L_{48})^2, \quad L_{59} = 2L_{48}L_{49},\]
\[L_{60} = 2L_{48}L_{50} + (L_{49})^2, \quad L_{61} = 2L_{48}L_{51} + 2L_{49}L_{50},\]
\[L_{62} = 2L_{48}L_{52} + 2L_{49}L_{51} + (L_{50})^2,\]
\[L_{63} = 2L_{48}L_{53} + 2L_{49}L_{52} + 2L_{50}L_{51},\]
\[L_{64} = 2L_{48}L_{54} + 2L_{49}L_{53} + (L_{51})^2,\]
\[L_{65} = 2L_{49}L_{54} + 2L_{50}L_{53} + 2L_{51}L_{52},\]
\[ L_{66} = 2L_{49}L_{55} + 2L_{50}L_{54} + 2L_{51}L_{53} + (L_{52})^2, \]
\[ L_{67} = 2L_{51}L_{54} + 2L_{50}L_{55} + 2L_{53}L_{52}, \]
\[ L_{68} = 2L_{51}L_{55} + 2L_{52}L_{54} + (L_{53})^2, \]
\[ L_{69} = 2L_{52}L_{55} + 2L_{54}L_{53}, \]
\[ L_{70} = 2L_{53}L_{55} + (L_{54})^2, \]
\[ L_{71} = 2L_{53}L_{55}, \]
\[ L_{72} = (L_{55})^2, \]
\[ L_{73} = E_iP_i(\alpha L_{58}), \]
\[ L_{74} = -E_iP_i(\alpha L_{59}), \]
\[ L_{75} = -E_iP_i(\alpha L_{60}), \]
\[ L_{76} = -E_iP_i(\alpha L_{61}), \]
\[ L_{77} = -E_iP_i(\alpha L_{62}), \]
\[ L_{78} = -E_iP_i(\alpha L_{63}), \]
\[ L_{79} = -E_iP_i(\alpha L_{64}), \]
\[ L_{80} = -E_iP_i(\alpha L_{65} + 2L_{39}), \]
\[ L_{81} = -E_iP_i(\alpha L_{66} + \alpha L_{65} + 2L_{40}), \]
\[ L_{82} = -E_iP_i(\alpha L_{67} + \alpha L_{66} + 2L_{41}), \]
\[ L_{83} = -E_iP_i(\alpha L_{68} + \alpha L_{67} + 2L_{42}), \]
\[ L_{84} = -E_iP_i(\alpha L_{69} + \alpha L_{68} + 2L_{43}), \]
\[ L_{85} = -E_iP_i(\alpha L_{70} + \alpha L_{69} + 2L_{44}), \]
\[ L_{86} = -E_iP_i(\alpha L_{71} + \alpha L_{70} + 2L_{45}), \]
\[ L_{87} = -E_iP_i(\alpha L_{72} + \alpha L_{71} + 2L_{46}), \]
\[ L_{88} = -E_iP_i(\alpha L_{72} + 2L_{47}), \]